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SHAKEN TO THE CORE 
What were the symptoms of shell shock?

•Hysteria and anxiety
•Paralysis
•Limping and muscle contractions
•Blindnes and deafness
•Nightmares and insomnia
•Heart palpitations
•Depression
•Dizziness and disorientation
•Loss of appetite



























































An American soldier 
suffering from battle 
shock is given a sedative 
by the 'Forward Doctor'. 
He will be sent to a rear 
hospital specialising in 
psychological treatment. 
Original Publication: Picture Post - 2027 - Battle Exhaustion 
- pub. 1945 (Photo by Haywood Magee/Picture 
Post/Hulton Archive/Getty Images)



WAITAVALO, NEW 
BRITAIN. 1945-03-19. 
A WOUNDED 
SOLDIER PACIFIES A 
SHELL- SHOCKED 
FRIEND.









Rifleman Arthur Russell, a stretcher-bearer, had gone with a group 
of men who had orders to dig a communication trench, in case any of 
them should be wounded. It was a bitterly cold night. Russell did not 
have to dig, so he suffered even more from the cold than the others. At 
some point he took the pick from one of his companions to allow him 
to rest for a short time. As he worked he gradually became a bit 
warmer. 



Then the point of the pick hit ‘something hard and unyielding as a block of 
concrete’ and suddenly pins and needles shot through his body like an electric 
shock. He lost consciousness. There was not a scratch on his body, but he was 
struck dumb and paralysed, able to move only his eyes.





Tom Farrell, Sinai, 1916
Tom Farrell, was first 
diagnosed with shell shock in 
September 1916. A trooper in 
the Australian Light Horse, he 
had taken part in the bloody 
Battle of Romani in the Sinai 
desert in the previous month 
and had been in the hell-hole 
trenches of Gallipoli for much 
of the previous year.

Little did Tom know that he would have to endure the nightmare of 
recurring debilitating episodes for the rest of his life.












































